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Disclaimer  
The information contained in this document provides a general overview on the long-term financial 

position of Camden Council. Camden Council reserves the right to make changes to this Plan accordingly. 

This Long Term Financial Plan contains information based on forward estimates and modelling which 

have been prepared using assumptions available at the time of publication.  
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What is a Long Term Financial Plan 
 

The Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) sets out Council’s objectives and recommendation for ensuring that 

Council is and remains financially sustainable. Council is also required to prepare a Resourcing Strategy, 

under the Integrated Planning & Reporting Framework (IP&R). The Long Term Financial Plan is a 

necessary component of this strategy and acts as a tool for stakeholders (Council and the community) to 

use in deciding what resources Council needs to apply to deliver on the outcomes contained within the 

Community Strategic Plan – Camden 2040. 

 

The LTFP is a financial decision making and problem solving tool. It is the point at which long-term 

community aspirations are tested against financial realities. It consists of modelling expenditure and 

revenue projections, based on a number of market based and internal assumptions. It projects the 

financial impacts of significant growth within the Camden Local Government Area and helps to identify the 

additional resources (people, time and finances) required to plan for new communities whilst continuing to 

deliver the services and standard of service our community expects. 

 

The Long Term Financial Plan is prepared for a period of ten years and includes the following: 

• the planning assumptions used to develop the plan, 

• projected income and expenditure, balance sheet and cash-flow statement, 

• sensitivity analysis and testing, 

• financial modelling for different scenarios, if required 

• methods of monitoring financial performance. 

 

What is the Purpose of this Long Term Financial Plan 
 

The primary purpose of this Plan is to facilitate effective financial decision-making which is informed by the 

short, medium and long term expectations of the community and seeks to answer the following questions: 

• Can we survive the financial pressures of the future? 

• What are the opportunities for future income and economic growth? 

• Can we afford what the community wants? 

• How can we go about achieving these outcomes? 
 

The plan assists in long term decision making regarding the prioritization of the services delivered by 

Council and what assets and financial resources are required to provide those services and serves as a 

guide to Council’s future financial positions. However, the projections contained in the LTFP are subject to 

changes in a variety of external factors as well as major decisions made by Council. It is necessary to 

regularly review and monitor a variety of factors and if necessary revise these projections. In keeping with 

the legislative requirements outlined below, the LTFP is revised annually as part of Council’s annual 

budget process. 

 INTRODUCTION 
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Legislative Framework 
 

In 2009 the Division of Local Government implemented the Integrated Planning & Reporting (IP&R) 

framework relating to the Strategic Planning processes and requirements for NSW councils. It requires 

councils to develop a Resourcing Strategy to assist in developing its planning documents and comprises 

the following three components: 

• Assets Management Plan 

• Workforce Management Plan 

• Long Term Financial Plan 

 

Those plans need to be considered together in order to identify the available money, assets and people to 

carry out the diverse range of services, activities and programs identified as Council continues to work 

towards Camden 2040, a creation of sustainable Camden. 

 

The diagram below shows how our planning framework fits together. In essence this document is all about 

making sure the plans, programs and budgets (the yellow boxes) are integrated, consistent with each 

other and make progress towards our community goals that is then reflected in the sustainability 

indicators. 

 

Diagram 1: Integrated Planning & Reporting (IP&R) framework: 
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How do We Define Financial Sustainability 
 
A financially sustainable Council is one that has the ability to fund ongoing service delivery and the 

renewal and replacement of assets without incurring excessive debt or rate increases. This definition has 

been translated into four key financial sustainability principles: 

• Council achieves a fully funded operating position reflecting that Council collects enough revenue 

to fund operational expenditure, repayment of debt and depreciation, 

• Council maintains sufficient cash reserves to ensure that it can meet its short-term working capital 

requirements, 

• Council has a fully funded capital program, where the source of funding is identified and secured 

for both capital renewal and new capital works, 

• Council maintains its asset base, by renewing ageing infrastructure and by ensuring cash 

reserves are set aside for those works which are yet to be identified. 

 

How Long Term Financial Sustainability is measured 
 
The Office of Local Government (OLG) has developed a set of criteria and benchmarks to measure if 

Councils are strategic and fit for the future. The indicators were developed and based on work by NSW 

Treasury Corp, IPART and the Independent Local Government Review Panel. The assessment of each 

Council against the criteria was undertaken by IPART and then endorsed by the OLG.  

 

Council’s Long Term sustainability against the set criteria and benchmarks for the 2017/18 Long–Term 

Financial Plan is detailed on pages 29 – 44 of this report. 

 

Fit for the Future 
 
 
All Councils across NSW were involved in a Fit for the Future assessment identifying how they would 

meet the challenges of the future. This was a result of four years consultation between the State 

Government, Local Councils and Communities. 

 

It has been acknowledged that Local Councils are the best format for providing frontline services to the 

community and for being a direct link and voice for the community.   

 

Local Government reform is an important process for ensuring that local communities are best served now 

and in the future. This is why there has been a comprehensive review of the structure of Councils as well 

as the legislation that governs them. Fit for the Future was the outcome of this review and has resulted in 

a wide range of recommendations to Councils and how they could adapt to meet the financial challenges 

of the future.  

LONG TERM FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 
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The recommendations were provided by Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART), who was 

appointed by the NSW Government and who examined whether Councils had the necessary scale and 

capacity to be financially sustainable and efficient in their service delivery into the future.  

 

Subsequent to the IPART recommendations, each council was required to submit a ‘fit for the future’ 

proposal to demonstrate their ability to meet the financial benchmarks set by the Office of Local 

Government and to respond to the recommendations made by the Independent Local Government 

Review Panel. The timeline for Councils submissions was 30 June 2015.  

 

On 20 October 2015 IPART released the final Report which provided assessment of which local councils 

were fit for the future based on the proposals submitted.  

 

Camden Council was not recommended for merger with another Council, successfully demonstrating that 

it had the necessary scale and capacity to be fit for the future. Camden Council was 1 of only 7 Councils in 

the Metropolitan Sydney to be deemed fit for the future due to Council’s strong financial position, prudent 

financial management and the growth that the region was expecting over coming decades. 

 
Table 1: IPART Assessment Summary of Camden Council: 
 

Assessment Criteria  Outcome  

Scale and Capacity Satisfies 

Financial Criteria: Satisfies overall 

• Sustainability (1) Satisfies 
• Infrastructure and Service 

Management 

Satisfies 

• Efficiency Satisfies 
 

Note (1) The Council satisfies the criterion for sustainability based on its operating performance ratio being close the 

benchmark and IPART assessment that its performance is adversely affected by its high growth. 

 

Council continues to work towards its objectives while ensuring that the Fit for the Future benchmarks for 

financial sustainability are being met. Council’s Long Term Financial Plan has been updated to report on 

the financial indicators adopted for the Fit for the Future process. 

 

In response to growth, Council also developed a Business Improvement Plan for a modern, adaptive 

organization to be able to meet the challenges of the future. The Council has now completed 71% of this 

business improvement plan that formed part of Council’s fit for future submission. 
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Diagram 2: Fit For the Future Criteria  
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Financial Highlights 
 
This Plan is used to inform the 2017/18 – 2020/21 Delivery Program and 2017/18 Operational Plan. It 

includes a Council’s key financial strategies and funding priorities which are summarized below: 

 

Central Administration Centre 
 
The Long Term Financial Plan includes debt servicing for stage one and loan borrowings for stage two of the 

new Central Administration Centre. The actual cost for stage one was $32.5 million, with the funding provided 

through a mix of loan borrowings, internal reserves and land compensation.  

 

Council borrowed $23 million to fund the building; this loan was drawn down in 2015/16. The loan was 

secured at a fixed interest rate of 4.43% p.a. for 10 years (amortised over 30 years). 

 

Council is also planning to use loan borrowings to fund stage two of this building in 2023/24 which is 

estimated to cost $15 million.  

 

Council’s Long Term Financial Plan has factored in loan repayments of $1.393 million (principal and interest) 

per annum for the first ten years of the loan repayment schedule for stage one and $1.084 million (principal 

and interest) per annum from 2024/25 (year repayments begin) for stage two of the building. 

 

Council has considered the impact of borrowing for a new central administration centre on its debt service 

ratio and is satisfied that the level of debt is within the recommended levels for a developing Council.  

 
Delivery Plan Focus 
 

Included within the 2017/18 - 2020/21 Delivery Program and Operational Plan are various new major 

projects and initiatives by Council that will result in a more customer service focussed and technology 

enabled organisation. Council is maintaining a good balance between the construction of infrastructure 

and front line service delivery. 

Financial Management Strategies 

Council’s Long Term Financial Plan is based on the following aspirations: 

• Council’s financial position and performance is secure and financial indicators are within industry 

benchmarks (as adopted by Council), 

CAMDEN LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 
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• Council maintains existing service levels to residents, 

• Council will continue to advocate a “whole of Government” approach to funding the capital 

infrastructure requirements and service provision within new urban development areas, 

• Services and Infrastructure in new areas will be provided when they are needed, 

• Council’s capacity to fund its recurrent operations and renew critical infrastructure is improved 

through sustainable financial decision making. 
 

In conjunction with these principles, Council’s Long Term Financial Plan is guided by a number of policies 

and strategies which are outlined over the next several pages. 

 

Rating Income Strategy 
 

Rating Income is generated by a levy on properties within the Council area for the provision of local 

government services. Council is committed to the implementation of a fair and equitable rating system, where 

each rating category and property will contribute to the rate levy according to the demands placed on 

Council’s resources.  

 

Council has the following categories for rateable land in the Camden Local Government Area: 

1. Residential 

2. Farmland - Ordinary 

3. Farmland - Intensive 

4. Business 

 

The rating categories have been in place since 1994. 

 

Camden Council’s rates consist of a base charge ($658 proposed in 2017/18) and an ad-valorem charge. The 

base charge amount is a standard amount which is applied to all properties. The ad-valorem charge is a 

distribution of the residual rating income, calculated as a proportion of the properties land valuation. The land 

valuation calculated for each property is determined by the Valuer General’s Department and is reviewed 

every three years. The last review was conducted in 2016. 

 

Council calculates its rating charges with the intention of generating 50% of the total rate levy from the base 

charge (or as close there to as possible). The basis of this is that such a rating structure will provide the fairest 

and most equitable distribution of the rate levy in the Camden Local Government Area.  

 

Council has an adopted debt recovery policy to ensure the prompt recovery of all outstanding rates and 

charges. Council’s current practice is that it will not actively pursue outstanding rates from properties 

which have a valid pension rebate granted to the owners. Council has implemented a policy for 

pensioners’ rates and charges that remain outstanding for 5 years, at which time a deed of agreement or 

arrangement is made to secure the repayment of the amount outstanding. 
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Special Rate Variation (Community Infrastructure Renewal Program) 
In 2013 Council applied to IPART for a Special Rate Variation to part-fund the continuation of the 

Community Infrastructure Renewal Program. The application was based on a $6 million package of 

infrastructure renewal works over 6 years. The package of works would be funded through a mixture of 

internal reserves, loan borrowings via the Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme, and a special rate 

increase of 1.10%. 
 

Council was advised by IPART on 11 June 2013 that its application for a 1.10% special rate variation for 

the purposes of community infrastructure renewal was successful. The 1.10% special rate variation is a 

one-off increase in rates for a period of 6 years. Council will be required to reduce its rates by an 

equivalent amount of income in the 2019/20 rating year.  

 

Council has not made an application for a rate increase above the approved rate increase of 1.50% for the 

2017/18 rating year. 
 

Stormwater Management Levy 
Council levies $20 p.a. per occupied allotment for the provision of additional stormwater management 

services to residents in urban areas who benefit from Council provided stormwater services.  

 

The levy can only be charged in areas where Council provides a stormwater management service. Income 

from the levy can only be used by Council for the purpose for which it is collected. Council must also 

maintain its existing stormwater management program. 

 

Council has taken the approach that this levy will be used to educate and promote awareness in the 

community, ensure a better flow of stormwater through the LGA and an improvement in the quality of 

water flowing into our streams and rivers. Ratepayers who currently receive a pension rebate will be 

exempt from this levy providing they qualify for the pension rebate at 1 July of any given rating year.  

 

The stormwater management levy will generate approximately $546,900 in the 2017/18 rating year.  

 
Fire and Emergency Services Levy (FESL) 
The new Fire Emergency Services Levy (FESL) was due to be introduced from 1 July 2017. The 

introduction of the FESL has been deferred by the State Government until further notice. 
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Discretionary & Regulatory Fees & Charges 
Council has the ability to raise revenues through the adoption of a fee or a charge for services or facilities. 

Fees and charges are reviewed on an annual basis in conjunction with the preparation of the annual budget. 

The fees and charges which Council can charge can be split into two categories: 

 

• Regulatory fees – These fees are generally determined by State Government Legislation and relate 

primarily to building, development or compliance activities. Council has no control over the 

calculation and any annual increases of these fees and charges. 
 

• Discretionary Fees - Council has the capacity to determine the charge or fee for discretionary works 

or services such as the use of community facilities and access to community services. 
 

The general principles under which Council sets its fees and charges take into account the works and 

services provided, the comparable commercial value of the works and services provided, and the ability of 

residents to pay at the pricing level determined appropriate. The general principles that Council supports in its 

pricing policy are: 
 

1. to ensure that the community receives the maximum possible benefit from the services provided 

and from the limited resources which are used to provide that service, 

2. recognise that there is an element of community benefit in Council providing certain works and 

services and as such, that a level of general fund contribution be incorporated into the 

determining of the fee or charge, 

3. where a service is provided which is considered a commercial activity, that an appropriate fee be 

charged which recovers the cost of the service, the use of assets and an appropriate return on 

investment and which is in no way subsidised by the community. 
 

Merchant Service Fee 
A Merchant Service Fee is a fee charged by financial institutions for providing merchant services. They 

are calculated as a percentage of each credit card sale and are charged whenever a credit card 

transaction is processed.  

 

Council will continue to charge a merchant service cost recovery fee on all payments made by customers 

using a credit card. The fee is calculated on the basis of full cost recovery of the charges incurred by 

Council. 

 

Lease Income 
Lease Income is an additional long-term income stream which Council expects to receive from leasing of 

four Council buildings. The commencement of the leases varies for each building between June 2016 and 

June 2017. The leases will overtime generate an additional $1 million p.a. The income received has been 

incorporated into the Long Term Financial Plan. 
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Section 94 Developer Contributions  

“Development Contributions" or "Section 94 Contributions" are a levy that Council can impose on 

development consent to help fund the delivery of infrastructure that is needed for that development. They 

can only be imposed as a condition of consent.  

In order to levy a contribution, Council must first adopt a Contributions Plan. The plan sets out what 

infrastructure is needed, the likely timing of its construction, the cost of the works and how the cost is to be 

shared by developers and Council. Council can only levy a contribution which is in accordance with an 

adopted Plan.  

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act sets out the rules for development contributions. The 

Minister for Planning may issue directions that can provide further detail to the legislation, such as 

imposing a cap on the contributions.  

When permitted, developers can construct works, or dedicate land in lieu of paying a cash contribution to 

the Council. Where this happens, the developer enters into either a Works In Kind Agreement or a 

Voluntary Planning Agreement. For example, a developer may have an agreement with Council where 

they will dedicate land for a park and provide the park embellishment (such as playground equipment, 

BBQ, paths, landscaping and parking). In these cases, the works are required to be completed prior to the 

developer receiving a Subdivision Certificate for their development. 

As at 30 June 2018, Council’s projected restricted cash balance is $31.2 million which would be collected 

through Section 94 levies. These funds are committed to land purchases or works as part of adopted 

Section 94 Plan(s). Under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, the funds cannot be used by 

Council to fund its operational budget. 

Investment Principles 
Council has an adopted Investment Policy. The overall objective of this policy is to ensure that Council 

invests its funds: 

 

1. in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act (1993), Minister’s Order 

and Council’s investment policy, and  

2. to maximise the return on investments after taking into consideration the level of risk 

attributable to the type of investment made, and the level of funds required to ensure that 

Council meets its budget obligations. 
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The policy outlines:  

• the manner in which Council may invest funds,  

• the risk profile considerations for investment categories, 

• the institutions and products which Council can invest in, and 

• the reporting requirements of Council’s investment portfolio. 

 
Interest on investments is received on three types of investments: 
 

• general fund revenues raised through the year from all sources of revenue, 

• restricted investments held until expended, 

• Section 94 contributions held until expended. 

 

Council has control over the interest it earns on general fund revenues and unrestricted reserves, but Section 

94 interest on investments must be utilised for the purpose for which the contribution relates. The interest 

Council earns on general fund revenue is untied and forms part of Council’s consolidated revenue for 

distribution across services that are not funded by restricted funds.  

 

Loan Borrowings  
Council’s policy on funding expenditure through loan borrowings is: 

 

1. Funds will only be borrowed for specific capital projects, which are clearly linked to 

community expectations as outlined within Camden 2040, 

2. Council will consider the use of loans to ensure existing residents are not burdened with the 

cost of infrastructure which will be enjoyed by future generations, 

3. Loan borrowings will only be considered after all potential funding strategies have been 

investigated, including the use of any existing cash reserves and external funding 

opportunities,  

4. The use of loan borrowings to fund operational shortfalls or service expansion is not 

permitted, 

5. Council will review its Long Term Financial Plan to ensure there is capacity to service the 

debt from recurrent revenues, 

6. Council’s debt service ratio should not exceed 20% of its total Operating Revenue. Council’s 

level of debt is reviewed annually as it is expected that a growing Council will have a greater 

capacity to service debt as our economies of scale increase. 

 

Central Administration Centre 
The Long Term Financial Plan includes an increase in the level of loan borrowing and debt servicing to fund 

stage one (2015/16) and stage two (2023/24) of the new Central Administration Centre.  
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The actual cost for stage one was $32.5 million, with the funding provided through a mix of loan borrowings, 

internal reserves and land compensation.  

 

Council borrowed $23 million to fund stage one of the building which was drawn down in 2015/16. The loan 

was secured at a fixed interest rate of 4.43% p.a. for 10 years (amortised over 30 years). 

 

The estimated cost of stage two of the centre is $15 million. This loan is planned to be draw down in 2023/24 

with the principal and interest repayments to commence in 2024/25. 

 

The debt servicing cost associated with the construction of a new central administration centre has been 

factored into Council’s budget and Long Term Financial Plan and will have an impact on Council’s budget 

from 2017/18. Council’s Long Term Financial Plan has factored in loan repayments of $1.393 million (principal 

and interest) per annum for the first ten years of the loan repayment schedule for stage one of the building 

and $1,084 million (principal and interest) per annum from 2024/25 for stage two of the building 

 

Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme 
The Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme was introduced by the NSW State Government where Councils 

could apply for interest-subsidised loans for works which supported investment in ageing infrastructure or 

enable infrastructure for new housing development.  

 

Council was previously successful in securing a $2 million interest-subsidised loan under Round 2 and a 

$2.25 million interest-subsidised loan under Round 3 of this scheme. The Round 2 loan is included as part of 

the continuation of the Community Infrastructure Renewal Program and 1.10% special rate variation over 6 

years (until 2019/20). While Round 2 is an ongoing program the works associated with the Round 3 scheme 

are now complete. 

 

Recurrent Loan Borrowings Debt Reduction Strategy  
Historically Council has borrowed $1.6 million annually to part-fund its road renewal program (road 

reconstruction). Council reviewed this practice and the amount borrowed in 2013/14 and has adopted a debt 

reduction strategy. 

 

As a result of this review, Council approved a debt reduction strategy, which has gradually reduced the 

reliance on recurrent loan borrowings to part-fund the road reconstruction program. The last year of borrowing 

funds for recurrent purposes was as part of the 2016/17 budget with $1 million to be borrowed. A review of the 

2016/17 budget has identified that $1 million could be funded at the March Quarterly Budget Review and/or 

2017 year-end budget review. This means that Council will be one year ahead of its adopted debt reduction 

strategy. It will also result in loan interest savings of approximately $325,000 over the life of the proposed 

2016/17 loan. 
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Council has considered the impact of borrowing for the central administration centre, the LIRS loans, and 

existing loan borrowings on its debt service ratio and is satisfied that the level of debt is within the 

recommended levels for a developing Council.  

 

Minimum Working Funds Surplus 

Council’s current policy is to maintain a minimum working funds surplus of $1million. These funds are held 

as part of Council’s internal reserves and represent unrestricted cash. This amount has been deliberately set 

aside by Council to allow for situations where emergency funding is required due to a major unforeseen 

circumstance within the LGA.  

 

Cash Reserves & Restrictions 
Council has a number of cash reserves which are either a legislative requirement (externally restricted) or 

through a Council resolution (internally restricted). The projected balance of cash reserves as at 30 June 

2018 is $53.1 million. 
The following table below outlines the various reserves Council has established, the funds available in 

each and the purpose of the reserve. 

 
Externally Restricted Reserves 

Externally 
Restricted 
Reserve 

Purpose of Reserve 
 

Balance  
30/06/2018 

Section 94 

Developer 

Contributions 

In accordance with Section 94 of the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act, all unexpended S94 Contributions are to be 

restricted and only used for the purpose for which they were collected 

under the various Contributions Plans Council has adopted. 

$32,105,000 

Domestic Waste 

Management 

This externally restricted reserve is the balance of funds available to 

fund operational shortfalls and the replacement of plant for Council’s 

waste service. The Local Government Act does not permit any 

general fund subsidy for the provision of waste services.  

$5,718,000 

Lodges Road / 

Hilder St Upgrade 

Loan 

Council entered into an interest free loan agreement with the 

Department of Planning ($11.8 million) to fund the upgrade of Lodges 

Road and Hilder Street in Elderslie. This reserve represents the 

balance of the loan which is yet to be spent on the road upgrade. 

$3,500,000 

 Total External Reserves projected at 30 June 2018 $41,323,000 
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Internally Restricted Reserves 
Internally 
Restricted 
Reserve 

Purpose of Reserve 
 

Balance  
30/06/2018 

Engineering 

Bonds & Deposits 

This reserve contains a number of developer payments to secure 

future works such as footpath construction and roadworks. If the 

developer undertakes the works, then the amount held by Council 

will be returned to the developer. 

$198,600 

Employee Leave 

Entitlements 

This purpose of this reserve is to partially fund Council’s liability for 

annual leave and long service leave. Council’s target provision for 

this reserve is 20% of the overall leave entitlements liability. 

$2,371,000 

Plant 

Replacement 

This reserve is to ensure there is sufficient funding available to 

replace major plant upon the end of its useful life. The reserve is 

supported by a ten-year plant replacement program. 

$1,020,000 

Commercial 

Waste 

Council maintains a commercial waste reserve which is funded by 

any surplus made by the business unit. The reserve also includes 

provisions for major plant replacement. 

$208,500 

Camden Town 

Centre Reserve 

In adopting the Camden Town Centre Strategy, Council approved 

the redirection of $1.6 million from the Capital Works Reserve to 

assist with the implementation of the Town Centre Strategy. This 

reserve was established to clearly identify the funding available to 

Council to fund future works within the Camden Town Centre. 

$122,000 

Community 

Infrastructure 

Renewal Program 

The purpose of this reserve is to fund the 6 year $6 million 

Community Infrastructure Renewal Program. The program is 

funded through a mixture of low interest loan borrowings ($2M), 

internal cash reserves ($1.5M) and special rate variation ($2.5M).   

$499,000 

Capital Works 

Reserve 

The purpose of the Capital Works Reserve is to fund works which 

Council deems as essential capital infrastructure renewal or 

upgrade, which cannot be funded through alternative sources such 

as grants or S94 Developer Contributions. The reserve also acts 

as emergency fund for Council to undertaken unforeseen works at 

short notice.  

$1,322,000 

Council Elections 

Council established this reserve so that the cost of the local 

election could be spread over four years. The reserve is used to 

pay the Electoral Commission for election costs in the year in 

which the election occurs. 

 

$101,100 
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Internally 
Restricted 
Reserve 

Purpose of Reserve 
 Balance 

30/06/2018 

Technology 

Improvements 

Reserve 

In adopting the 2014/15 budget, in order to address the identified 

need for technology improvements Council established this 

Reserve.  Recurrent funding to this reserve is included within the 

LTFP. 

$245,000 

Other Restrictions 
Council holds a range of minor internal reserves for purposes such 

as public donations, family day care and community facilities. 
$5,683,000 

 Total Internal Reserves projected at 30 June 2018 $11,770,200 

 

External Reserves can only be used for the purpose for which the funds were collected. The balance of 

Council’s reserves and the need for new reserves is considered annually as part of the budget process. 

 
Asset Disposal & Property Investment Strategy 
Council has a limited portfolio of property holdings which are not engaged in the delivery of essential 

services to the community. The majority of Council’s property assets deliver on services such as: 

 

• Transport Infrastructure, 

• Environmental Services, such as stormwater management, 

• Community Facilities, 

• Operational Assets, including administration buildings. 

 

Council does not actively participate in the purchase of property as an investment. The limited number of 

property investments which Council currently owns primarily relates to land holdings within industrial and 

residential areas within the Camden LGA.  

 

Council will consider the sale of surplus land where funds are required for capital purposes. Council’s 

criteria for the sale of property assets are as follows: 

 

• The asset is no longer used, or is not required for the provision of a core community service, 

• The asset has reached the end of its useful life and provides no further tangible benefit to the 

community, 

• Market conditions indicate that the asset could provide a substantial return which could be used to 

fund other capital investments, 

• The asset is incurring a higher level of maintenance cost than would normally be expected. 
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Whilst the revenues generated from the sale of land assets could be used to alleviate operational budget 

pressures, this is a financially unsustainable measure as the funding would only provide a short term 

solution.  

 

The funding strategy for the construction of the Central Administration Centre did not require Council to 

dispose of any land holdings. Council will however receive compensation for land required by the NSW 

State Government for the construction of Elizabeth Kernohan Drive, Spring Farm. The compensation for 

the land is approx. $1.6 million and has been used to part fund the construction of the administration 

building. 

External Influences on Council’s Plan 
 

There are a range of external influences which are considered in this Long Term Financial Plan. These 

external factors represent issues or factors which Council has no control over, or where Council has 

limited capacity to predict their impact over the long term course of this plan. 
 

 
Fit for the Future – Future Direction of Local Government 
As mentioned earlier, Councils across NSW were involved in the Fit for the Future process of setting out 

how to adapt to meet the challenges of the future. This is a result of four years consultation between the 

State Government, Local Councils and Communities.  

 

Camden Council is not recommended for a merger and the Independent Panel has recognized that 

Council currently has the scale and capacity to be sustainable for the future. 

 

This recommendation was confirmed in the Final Report released by IPART on 20 October 2015, when 

Camden Council was deemed to be fit based on the Fit for the Future assessment criteria and the NSW 

Government has confirmed that Camden Council will continue to operate as a stand – alone Council. 

 
Rate Capping 
Local Government’s ability to align rating revenue with the increased cost of providing services has been 

restrained for many years by rate pegging. Rate pegging is a legislative instrument whereby the maximum 

increase in rating revenue is set by IPART. Any significant change to the rate capping process will require 

Council to review this plan. 

 
 

Economic Conditions 
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan does not predict any significant shift in current economic conditions. 

Market based assumptions which have been used in this plan are sourced from Access Economics 

Business Outlook Report.  
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Council’s revenue forecasts for investment income, development income and rating income (through 

growth) are heavily influenced by the wider economy in general, and as such any significant change will 

require Council to review this plan.  

 

Urban Development – Population Growth 
The impact of population growth is factored into Council’s Long Term Financial Plan. A range of 

stakeholders are consulted in projecting future land release, including Developers and State Agencies.  

Any significant change in land release projections would require Council to review this plan. 

 
Cap on contributions Section 94 contributions plans 
In 2012, the NSW State Government introduced a cap on the per lot contributions paid under a Section 94 

plan (unless the plan is grandfathered). This change also limited the types of infrastructure that a council 

could levy for a plan. This change means that Councils will be required to find other funding sources in 

order to provide some types of infrastructure. This is relevant to Camden as the majority of large scale 

developments are greenfield. The State Government is currently reviewing its policy position on how the 

cap is applied. 

 
Other Influences 
Council’s budget continues to face significant pressures from: 

• increasing expenditure as a result of cost shifting from other levels of Government, 

• increases in the cost of procuring goods and services, have been consistently higher than rate 

pegging increases as determined by IPART, 

• greater competition in the allocation of external funding, such as the Financial Assistance Grant, 

• government policy on grants and contributions to Local Government (in general). 

 

Council includes estimates in its Long Term Financial Plan using the most up to date information 

available at the time of preparing the plan. 

 

Long Term Financial Plan Assumptions 
The Long Term Financial Model uses the current operating budget as its base point. It then uses a 

number of internal and market driven assumptions to project revenue and expenditure for the following ten 

years. A comprehensive analysis of all internal and external factors affecting those assumptions is 

undertaken as part of preparing the annual budget to ensure there is a level of confidence in the outcomes 

provided in the Long Term Financial Plan.  
 

In preparing the 2017/18 Long Term Financial Plan, the following underpinning principles have been 

adopted: 

• the range and standard of existing services offered to the community is maintained, 
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• Council’s financial position remains secure and that Council’s financial performance is within 

industry benchmarks, 

• an uncommitted minimum working funds balance of $1 million is maintained. 
 

Population Growth 
The expected population growth which will occur as a result of land releases in the South West Growth 

Areas will be the largest challenge this Council will face. There remains a difficulty in determining the 

timing of residential development as there is a multitude of factors which influences the release of land. 

Despite these difficulties, Council has determined that for the purposes of preparing its Long Term 

Financial Plan, population growth should be aligned to Council’s capacity to deliver on planning and 

development applications.  
 

Council’s capacity to deliver new residential dwellings for the 2017/18 financial year is 2,500 per annum. 

This does not mean council will not increase its capacity throughout the year in order to meet demand. 

 

 

 

It is envisaged that this capacity will increase in future years as Council recruits additional staff resources 

to manage urban land development. 

 
Inflation (Consumer Price Index) 
In determining the inflationary increase assumption for this Long Term Financial Plan, Council has used  

Access Economics Data which indicates that inflation projections for the next ten years will be as follows: 

 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Underlying 
Inflation  

2.20% 2.10% 2.10% 2.30% 2.60% 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
2.50% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 

 

This assumption has been used for preparing estimates in this plan where inflation (CPI) has been 

identified as the trigger for contract or material price increases. 

 

For the purpose of applying increases to discretionary budget allocations where specific data modelling or 

specific internal assumptions cannot be determined or where the amounts are determined as immaterial 

(for example, general expense provisions within service centers), a general program increase of 2.00% 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Additional 
Dwellings 

2,500 2,500 2,500 3,000 3,000 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

3,000 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 
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per annum has been used. Applying this increase across Council’s discretionary budget allocations 

ensures that Council’s budget is realistic in terms of the future cost of materials and goods. 

 
 
Interest Rate Movements 
Council has used Access Economics 90 day commercial bank bill rate to determine forecast projections 

for interest on investments. Notwithstanding this projection, Council has in recent years consistently 

achieved better returns than the official cash rate. As a result of this, an investment target of 1.0% above 

the projections provided by Access Economics has been used. 
 

 

 

Borrowing Costs 
Borrowing cost projections have also been determined on the basis of Access Economics Data. The 

interest rate obtained within the Economic Outlook has been used in calculating the interest costs of 

Council’s proposed loan borrowings included within this plan. 
 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Borrowing Costs 
5.50% 5.30% 5.30% 6.00% 6.00% 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 

 
Revenue and Expenditure Assumptions 
The tables on the next pages outline Council’s financial assumptions by revenue and expenditure types. 

Also included is a brief description as to how Council has determined the assumption.  

 

 

 

 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Population 
Projections 

94,000 101,800 109,600 118,900 128,200 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

137,500 148,400 159,300 170,200 181,100 

Year 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

Return on 
Investment 

2.70% 2.70% 3.30% 3.90% 4.50% 

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
4.40% 4.30% 4.30% 4.30% 4.30% 
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Assumptions:

Revenue Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Rates & Annual Charges 
Minister’s Allowable Increase 1.50% 2.00% 2.25% 2.25% 2.25% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

Special Rate Variation 0.00% 0.00% (1.10%) 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Supplementary Rate Income $1.851M $1.888M $1.522M $2.377M $2.431M $2.504M $2.567M $2.637M $2.703M $2.779M 

Comments:  

Council was advised in November 2016 that IPART had determined a rate peg for 2017/18 of 1.50%. After taking into account the rise of the Local Government Cost Index of 1.47%, 

IPART have applied a productivity factor of 0.001. The increase was then rounded up to arrive at the approved rate peg for 2017/18 of 1.50%. For future years, it has been 

considered prudent to assume that no significant increases will be approved by IPART without Council applying for a Special Rate Variation.  

Council was advised by IPART on 11 June 2013 that its application for a 1.10% special rate variation for the purposes of community infrastructure renewal was successful. The 

1.10% special rate variation is a one-off increase in rates for a period of 6 years. Council will be required to reduce its rates by an equivalent amount of income in the 2019/20 rating 

year. 

Additional income as a result of growth (supplementary rate income) has been calculated on Council’s current capacity to approve development and building applications (Refer to 

Population Growth Assumption). Council can increase capacity to meet service demand if required. Whilst rating income will increase significantly over this ten year plan, additional 

income will predominately be applied against the cost of service delivery and infrastructure maintenance in the growth areas of Camden. 

Domestic Waste Service Charge 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 2.50% 

Stormwater Levy Charge 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Comments: 

Council calculates its waste management service charges to ensure that its total income can fund the operating and maintenance costs associated with providing the service, 

including provisions for major plant replacement.  

Council levies a charge on properties within the LGA which have a stormwater service. The charge is an annual fee of $20 for residential properties. No increase has been proposed 

for the stormwater levy. Whilst revenues will increase as a result of growth, where more properties will attract the charge once rural properties are subdivided, the additional revenue 

can only be applied to expenditure which relates to stormwater management services. 
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Revenue Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
Regulatory & Discretionary Fees 

Statutory Fees & Charges Increase is not determined by Council – Increases are in accordance with relevant legislation 

Commercial Waste Fees 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 

Other Discretionary Fees 2.20% 2.10% 2.10% 2.30% 2.60% 2.50% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 

Building & Development Income 14.00% 7.69% 7.04% 5.18% 5.87% 4.65% 5.30% 4.22% 4.05% 2.40% 

Lease Income  

Net Lease Income $651,000 $667,300 $895,600 $919,400 $945,100 $971,200 $997,500 $1,024,500 $1,051,300 $1,079,500 

Comments: 

Council does not generate a significant amount of income from discretionary fees. This is primarily a result of the need to balance revenue with the need to provide affordable 

and equitable services to residents (for example, the hire of community facilities and the use of sporting facilities). Whilst Council’s Long Term Financial Plan projects 

increases in discretionary fees of 2.20% per annum in 2017/18 (in line with projected inflation), the majority of community facilities still require a subsidy from general rates. 

Building and development income forecasts are projected in line with the expected development activity within new release areas including, Spring Farm, Elderslie, Oran 

Park, Turner Road and future land releases in the south-west growth corridor. It is important to note that the level of income received from development activity is primarily 

dependent on the receipt of applications from developers, and as such income can fluctuate dramatically from one year to the next.  

The lease income is additional re-current income Council expects to receive from the leasing of four Council owned buildings. In 2017/18, Council will also receive additional 

recurrent income under an Air Rights agreement for the bridge on Camden Valley Way as part of the Narellan Town Centre Redevelopment and the leasing of a childcare 

facility at  Narellan. 

Interest & Investment Revenue 

Return on Investment Portfolio 2.70% 2.70% 3.30% 3.90% 4.50% 4.40% 4.30% 4.30% 4.30% 4.30% 

Investment Base Growth 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 

Comments: 

Council has used Access Economics Business Outlook data to determine its long term projections on interest and investment revenues. As Council consistently performs 

above the official target cash rate, a performance factor of 0.50% has also been added. It is also anticipated that Council’s investment base (pool of funds available for 

investment) will increase over the term of this plan. 
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Revenue Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Grants & Contributions for Operating Purposes 

Financial Assistance Grant 3.93% 5.62% 5.62% 5.55% 5.62% 5.70% 5.62% 5.55% 5.55% 5.50% 

Other Grant & Contributions Funding 6.55% 1.73% 2.83% 3.05% 3.36% 3.65% 3.31% 3.59% 2.92% 2.07% 

Comments: 

Council receives a number of operational grants from various Government agencies. The largest of these being the Financial Assistance Grant (FAG). This is a Federal 

“untied” grant which is distributed through the various states by the Local Government Grants Commission. There are two components of the grant, the “roads component” 

which is based on road types and road length throughout the LGA and the “General Equalization component”, which is distributed according to a methodology taking into 

account revenue raising capacity and expenditure disabilities.  

In adopting the 2014/15 Federal Budget, the Federal Government announced that the indexation of the Financial Assistance Grant would cease for a period of three years. 

This has significantly impacted the level of revenue Council receives from this grant. The Federal Government has reinstated indexation from 2017/18 as part of announcing 

the 2017/18 Federal Budget. The 2017/18 budget projects an increase in grant income compared to 2016/17 of 3.93%. This increase relates to a projected increase in 

Council's entitlement of the overall amount allocated to New South Wales Councils. 

Council’s Other Grants & Contributions will increase in 2017/18 by $325,000 compared to 2016/17. This will be due to a new Contribution for Oran Park Community Grant 

which will be received from 2017/18 onwards. 

Council will continue to pursue grant funding opportunities as a means of diversifying its revenue sources and reducing its reliance on rate income. Grants (other grant funding) 

are assessed as they become available and supported by a range of complimentary funding sources (i.e. when matched funding is required) such as the Capital Works 

Reserve.  

Other Revenues 

Underlying Inflation 2.20% 2.10% 2.10% 2.30% 2.60% 2.50% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 

Comments: 

Other sources of revenue range from fines income, commissions and agency fees, contract works undertaken on behalf of state agencies and developers and miscellaneous 

sales. An increase in other revenue has been projected in line with inflation over the next ten years. 
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Revenue Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
Grants & Contributions for Capital Purposes  

Cash  
Section 94 Developer Contributions $9.0M $9.2M $9.4M $9.6M $9.8M $10.0M $10.0M $10.0M $10.0M $10.0M 

Roads to Recovery Program $483K $483K $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Non - Cash  
Developer Contributions (VPA’s) $95.2M $93.5M $92.9M $40.2M $51.7M $33.1M $52.4M $42.9M $40.6M $43.8M 

Other Contributions - Infrastructure 
dedications (S80A) 

$65.6M $65.6M $65.6M $78.7M $78.7M $78.7M $78.7M $78.7M $78.7M $78.7M 

Comments: 

The major sources of capital revenue are Section 94 Developer Contributions (cash) and S80A Infrastructure dedications (non-cash) under the Environmental Planning and 

Assessment Act. Predicting the amount of revenues received from these two sources is extremely difficult as they are essentially market driven and depend on the timing of 

subdivision release and asset handover to Council.  

Section 94 Developer Contributions are cash payments which are restricted for the purpose of which the funds were collected.  

The estimated value of S80A Infrastructure dedications is based on the number of new lots that are expected to be created in future years and the asset value per lot value 

($26,250 per lot) for infrastructure which will be required in the Camden LGA.  

Until the Federal budget is adopted in May 17, Council has not included Roads to Recovery Grant on continuous basis after 2018/19. 

Loan Borrowings 
Recurrent Loan Borrowings $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $15.0M $0 $0 $0 

Comments: 

Historically Council has borrowed $1.6 million annually to part-fund its road renewal program (road reconstruction). Council reviewed this practice in developing the 2013/14 

budget and Long Term Financial Plan. As a result of this review, Council approved a debt reduction strategy, which will gradually reduce the reliance on recurrent loan 

borrowings to part-fund the road reconstruction program. The strategy will result in recurrent loan borrowings being phased out by 2016/17. The Long Term Financial Plan 

includes an increase in the level of loan borrowings to fund stage one (2015/16) and two (2023/24) of the Central Administration Centre. 
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Expenditure Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Employee Costs & Overheads 

Industry Award Increase 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 

Staff Performance Mgmt System 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 

Superannuation Payments 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 10.00% 10.50% 11.00% 11.50% 12.00% 12.00% 

Workers Comp Target (% Wages) 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 3.50% 

Comments: 

Council’s projection is to increase a full time equivalent staff from 382 (2016/17 Projections) to 585.2 by 2026/27.  As part of Council’s workforce plan, a total of 203.2 additional (new) 

positions have been incorporated in this plan. These positions are considered high priority positions and are consistent with Council’s adopted Workforce Plan. The positions will 

assist in areas where services are under pressure to keep up with demands and represent a combination of operational and technical staff.  

Aside from the significant increase in staff that Council will require over the next ten years to plan and manage for growth, a number of assumptions are used to project future 

employment costs, including award increase projections and performance management increases. 

This plan reflects the increases identified within the Local Government Award and the subsequent changes to work related allowances and conditions of employment. Council also 

includes a provision for increases under the staff performance management system of 1.50% per annum which is based upon historical evidence.  

Other assumptions relating to employee costs which are included in this plan include: 

• No change is expected in existing employee working hours. 

• No significant impact is expected through the introduction of the Federal Government Paid Parental Leave Scheme. 

• New employees are included within this plan with the expectation that they will be employed at Step 2 of the Performance Management System, which is based on historical 

evidence. 

• Council’s ageing workforce is expected to impact its workers compensation premium, however this additional cost is expected to be offset through preventative strategies 

outlined within the workforce plan. 

• Council has modelled future superannuation expenditure based on the Federal Government’s budget announcement to delay the increase in the statutory contribution rate 

from 9.00% to 12.00% incrementally. The impact of the shortfall in the defined benefits superannuation scheme 
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Expenditure Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Borrowing Costs 
Interest Rate – Loan Borrowing 5.50% 5.30% 5.30% 6.30% 6.20% 6.10% 6.10% 6.10% 6.10% 6.10% 

Comments: 

Council’s projected loan liability as at 30 June 2018 is $35.9 million and is expected to decrease to $33 million by the end of 2026/27. The loan liability as at 30 June 2018 includes 

an interest free loan from the NSW State Government of $11.8 million, with remaining balance outstanding as at 30 June 2018 of $4.2 million, to fund the upgrade of Lodges Road 

and Hilder Street in Elderslie. The repayment terms of the NSW State Government loan ($11.8 million) are a balloon payment over ten years. The debt servicing (principal) required 

to fund the general fund component of this loan repayment ($1.8 million) has been factored into the Long Term Financial Plan. The balance of debt servicing required is funded from 

restricted assets (Section 94). 

As also explained previously, Council borrowed $23 million in 2015/16 to fund the central administration central. The loan was secured at 4.43% p.a. interest rate fixed for 10 years. 

The debt servicing cost associated with the construction of the central administration centre has been factored into Council’s budget and Long Term Financial Plan, and has an 

impact on Council’s budget from 2016/17. Council’s Long Term Financial Plan has factored in loan repayments of $1.393 million (principal and interest) per annum for the first ten 

years of the loan repayment schedule for the building. Future interest rates have been sourced from Access Economics. 

The plan also includes borrowings for stage two of Central Administration Building. 

Materials & Contracts 
Discretionary Program Expenses 2.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 

Underlying Inflation 2.20% 2.10% 2.10% 2.30% 2.60% 2.50% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 

Comments: 

Projected increases in materials & contracts costs are generally in line with inflation over the ten years of this plan. 

Whilst Council expects significant increases in the cost of road materials, fuel and waste disposal costs, these increases will be partially mitigated by technology improvements, the 

implementation of cost reduction strategies and continued improvement in procurement processes. 

Provisions for the maintenance, operational and renewal costs of new assets (full life cycle costing) will be identified through Council’s Asset Management Plans. Council has a 

dedicated asset management team in place to continue to develop and update its asset management systems. 

 
Expenditure Budget Assumption 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 
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Depreciation & Amortization 

Projected Depreciation Cost $16.071M $17.635M $18.161M $18.878M $20.033M $20.769M $22.106M $23.036M $23.609M $24.009M 

Comments: 

The Long Term Financial Plan includes the projected depreciation cost of new assets which are dedicated to Council through the development process (through Section 94 & 

Voluntary Planning Agreements) and new works which have been identified within Council’s Proposed Capital Works Program. Depreciation is a non-cash figure and has a zero 

impact on Council’s cash budget. For external reporting purposes depreciation is an expense as it measures asset consumption. Depreciation expense is required to determine the 

asset renewal ratio, although in a fair value environment where revaluations are required every 5 years it may not be the best measure of an organization consumption of assets. 

Other Expenses 

Street Lighting  15.00% 12.00% 15.00% 12.00% 12.00% 12.00% 12.00% 12.00% 12.00% 12.00% 

Utility Costs 6.10% 5.00% 5.30% 5.10% 5.20% 5.40% 5.20% 5.20% 6.10% 6.10 

Insurance Premiums 1.18% 6.97% 7.72% 7.68% 7.63% 8.22% 8.13% 8.06% 2.34% 8.26% 

Comments: 

Other expenses primarily relate to street lighting, utility costs, insurances, statutory charges and other program expenditure. A range of assumptions have been used in determining 

appropriate increases in these costs. These assumptions include inflationary pressures, IPART Determinations and general service increases (or asset expansion) which is 

expected as a result of urban development. 

With respect to statutory charges (payments to other levels of Government) projected costs are based on historical increases. This is a result of increases above inflation over the 

past several years. Examples of statutory payments include election costs, emergency services levy and the waste disposal levy. 

Electricity Cost for Mount Annan Leisure Centre which is expected to expand and provide more services from 2016/17 onwards. The Leisure Centre expansion has been 

incorporated in this plan.  
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Long Term Financial Model
Council has updated its long term financial model to respond to the criteria and benchmarks outlined 

within the Fit for the Future process. The financial model is for a period of 10 years. It considers current 

services and service levels, workforce planning and asset management. The model also includes 

increases in income and expenditure as a result of growth. The financial management strategies and 

assumptions, as detailed earlier in this plan, have also been applied to the financial model. 

 

Like all businesses, Council must budget and prioritize the allocation of its resources. Council has 

determined the community’s priorities through both community consultation and Council’s adopted 

Community Strategic Plan – Camden 2040.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Maintaining Existing Service Levels 
This plan allows for: 

• the existing range of services provided by Council, 

• maintaining the existing standards and levels of these services. 

 

In addition to the cost of providing these services to existing residents, the scenario includes the 

anticipated increase in expenditure associated with providing these services for a community which will 

increase by 86,000 people, almost double the population over the next 10 years. 

 

Whilst it is anticipated that service priorities will change as the area’s population grows, it is not envisaged 

the range of services, nor the standards at which they are delivered will change significantly. Council will 

engage with the community as part of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework to validate this 

assumption. 

 

CAMDEN LONG TERM FINANCIAL MODEL 

 Financial Model 

Existing Service Levels Maintained 

Workforce Planning Requirements Funded 

Oran Park Administration Building  
(Stages 1 and 2) 

Funded 

Continuation of Infrastructure Renewal 
Program 

              Included - 1.10% - 6 Years 

Lease Income from Council’s Assets Included 
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Workforce Planning 
Council’s Workforce Resourcing Strategy aims to ensure that as an organization, Council has the right 

people, in the right place, at the right time. The Workforce Resourcing Strategy plays an important role in 

achieving the goals outlined in Camden 2040, as it is through our largest and most important resource, our 

people that we will achieve these goals. The Workforce Resourcing Plan allows for an additional 199.2 

positions over the next ten years. These positions are critical in ensuring that Council is able to provide the 

range of services, and maintain service levels to a standard the community expects.  

 
Continuation of Community Infrastructure Renewal Program 
As the population of Camden grows, so does our asset infrastructure such as roads, drainage, parks and 

community buildings. Council has in place a dedicated Asset management team which is currently 

reviewing Council Asset maintenance and renewal needs now and into the future. Upon the completion of 

this work funding shortfalls will be considered as part of future financial modelling. 

  

Council has committed to pursuing a funding strategy for the continuation of its Community Infrastructure 

Renewal Program through a $6 million package of works over 6 years. The package of works is to be 

funded through a mixture of internal reserves, loan borrowings via the Local Infrastructure Renewal 

Scheme Round 2, and a Special Rate Variation increase of 1.10%.  

 

Ratio Analysis and Long Term Financial Sustainability  
 
Earlier in this document, the financial ratios Council uses to assess financial sustainability were discussed. 

The criteria and benchmarks are those which the NSW State Government used to assess the financial 

sustainability of Council’s as part of the Fit for the Future process. This section will summarize the 

financial ratio results presented in this Long Term Financial Plan.
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Operating Performance Ratio 
This ratio measures Council’s ability to fund operations now and into the future. The benchmark for this 

ratio is to be greater than or equal to break-event - average over 3 years. 
 

 
 
 
 

Total continuing operating revenue (exc. capital grants & contributions) less operating expenses 
 

                                    Total continuing operating revenue (exc. capital grants & contributions 
 
 
Comments 
The Camden LGA is one of the fastest growing areas in NSW. This brings the challenges of planning and 

delivering service demand and infrastructure sometimes years before additional income is realised 

through growth. Rates and annual charges income is expected to more than double over the next 10 

years to over $137 million p.a., providing greater economies of scale in the later years of the long term 

financial plan. The Operating Performance Ratio improves over the life of Council’s LTFP predominately 

through growth and a reduction in depreciation expense which historically has been too high. Noting that a 

reduction in depreciation expense has no impact on services or service delivery. A review of Council 

depreciation expenses is currently being undertaken by Council Assets Management Team. 
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Own Source Revenue Ratio 

This ratio measures Council’s reliance on external funding (fiscal flexibility). The benchmark for this ratio is 

to be greater than 60 % -  average over 3 years 

 

 
 

Total continuing operating revenue less all grants & contributions 
     

Total continuing operating revenue incl. of capital grants & contributions) 
 
 
Comments 
Camden Council receives a significant amount of non-cash capital income which distorts this ratio. The 

non-cash capital income is due to the high level of development infrastructure delivered through Works In-

Kind Agreements or Voluntary Planning Agreements. As required by the accounting standards Council 

brought to account $117.8 million in 2016 ($73.3 million in 2015) of non-cash income relating to the 

dedication of assets. 

 

It is unlikely Council will meet this benchmark in the future. If Council removes the non-cash income for 

dedicated assets from this ratio calculation, Council meets the benchmark now. Please see page 32 for 

the Own Source Revenue Ratio excluding non- cash capital income. 
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Own Source Revenue Ratio (Excluding Non-Cash Capital Income) 

This ratio measures Council’s reliance on external funding (fiscal flexibility). The benchmark for this ratio is 

to be greater than 60 % -  average over 3 years 

 

 

 
 
 

Total continuing operating revenue less all grants & contributions 
 

Total continuing operating revenue (excl. of non-cash capital grants & contributions) 
 
 
 
Comments 
Camden Council receives a significant amount of non-cash capital income as mentioned above which 

would distort this ratio. Therefore for the purpose of more accurate reporting on Council’s reliance on 

external funding, the non – cash capital income has been eliminated from this ratio. 

 

Once the non-cash income for dedicated assets has been eliminated from this ratio calculation, Council 

meets the benchmark.  
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Building & Infrastructure Asset Renewal Ratio 
This ratio measures the rate at which assets are being renewed relative to the rate at which they are being 

consumed (depreciated). 

The benchmark for this ratio is to be greater than 100 % -  average over 3 years 

 

 
 

Asset renewals (building & infrastructure) 
 

Depreciation, amortisation & impairment (building & infrastructure) 
 
 
 
 
Comments 
It is important to note that this ratio is impacted by the large level of development and infrastructure assets 

expected to be constructed over the next 10 years. Over 40% of Council’s total infrastructure assets are 

new or less than 10 years old, and this proportion is expected to grow over the next 10 years. Council will 

therefore not be required to renew these assets in the near future. The Camden LGA's unique growth in 

infrastructure assets means Council will find it difficult to meet this renewal ratio.  

 

In preparation for future renewal expense Council has created an Asset Renewal Reserve (June 2014) 

and continues to allocate funds to this reserve. It should be noted that the transfer of funds to reserve 

cannot be included as an expense in this ratio. This transfer does reflect prudent forward financial 

planning and acknowledgement that asset renewal will be required in the longer term. 
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Infrastructure Backlog Ratio 
This ratio measures the proportion of the infrastructure backlog against the total value of Council’s 

infrastructure asset base. 

The benchmark for this ratio is less than 2%. 

 

 
 
 
 

Estimated cost to bring assets to a satisfactory condition 
 

Total (WDV) of infrastructure, buildings, other structures and depreciable land improvement assets 
 
 
Comments 
The Camden LGA's rapid growth forecasts result in a significant proportion of new assets constructed 

each year. This ratio improves as a result of the magnitude of new assets being received through 

development and renewal/maintenance programs Council already has in place.  
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Asset Maintenance Ratio 
This ratio compares the actual versus required annual asset maintenance. 

The benchmark for this ratio is to be greater than 100 % -  average over 3 years 

 

 

 
 

Actual asset maintenance 
 

Required asset maintenance 
 
 

 
Comments 
While Council has good asset management practices and policy framework receiving a “strong rating” as 

part of the Local Government Infrastructure audit, June 2013, the rate of growth within the LGA quickly 

identified the need for a dedicated asset management function. This team is required not only to 

understand Council’s asset management needs in the future but to ensure there is a coordinated 

approach to how Council constructs and accepts new assets. It is also accepted that an audit of the 

condition of the entire asset base will take time; this review is not expected to be completed until 2016/17.  

 

The completion of the review of the asset base may also identify a need for additional funds to be 

allocated to asset maintenance. Council has completed all asset management ratios including a 

conservative reduction in depreciation expense (consumption based model), on the basis of what is 

currently known about the asset base. 
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Debt Service Ratio 
This ratio indicates whether Council is using debt wisely to share the life-long cost of assets and avoid 

excessive rate increases. 

The benchmark for this ratio is to be greater than 0 % and less than or equal to 20%  -  average over 3 

years 

 
 

 
 
 

Cost of debt service (interest expense & principal repayments) 
 

Total continuing operating revenue (exc. capital grants & contributions) 
 

 
 
 
 
Comments 
Council continues to use debt wisely, balancing the level of debt, capacity to borrow and the opportunity 

cost of borrowing to ensure inter-generational equity in a rapidly growing environment. 
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Real Operating Expenditure per Capita 
This ratio indicates how well Council is utilizing economies of scale and managing service levels to the 

community to achieve efficiencies. 

The benchmark for this ratio is to decrease over time. 

 

 

 
 
 

Expenditure deflated by CPI 
 

Population 
 
 
 
 
Comments 
The rapid population growth that Camden LGA is experiencing impacts this ratio. It is important that 

population projections are accurate in order to provide a realistic estimate of achieving this ratio. Council 

has used population forecasts used to inform Council's LTFP using lot projections and average household 

sizes which Council believes is a better indication of growth in a rapidly changing environment. The work 

currently being undertaken to reduce Council's depreciation expense will further improve this ratio. 
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Unrestricted Current Ratio 
This ratio measures Council’s ability to fund short term financial obligations such as loans, payroll and 

leave entitlements (measures liquidity). 

The benchmark for this ratio is greater than 1.5 : 1. 

 

 
 
 

Current assets less all external restrictions 
 

Current liabilities less specific purpose liabilities 
 
 
Comments 
This is a useful indicator of the true short term financial position of Council. Forecasts indicate Council will 

remain above benchmark levels over the life of the plan, showing good financial sustainability over the life 

of the plan. 
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Debt Service Cover Ratio 
This ratio measures the availability of operating cash to service debt including interest, principal and lease 

payments. 

The benchmark for this ratio is great than 2. 

 

 
 
 

Operating result before capital excl. interest, depreciation, impairment & amortisation 
 

Principal repayments and borrowing costs 
 
 
Comments 
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan includes loan borrowings of $23 million for stage one and $15 million 

for stage two as part of the funding strategy endorsed for the Central Administration Centre.  

With the inclusion of these significant borrowings, Council’s forecast position remains above benchmark 

levels and steadily rises over the life of the plan. Council repays $6.2 million in loan repayments between 

2017/18 and 2019/20 being the final repayments to NSW Treasury for an interest free loan under the Loan 

Infrastructure Funding Scheme. 
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Interest Cover Ratio 
This ratio measures the availability of operating cash to service interest expenditure. 

The benchmark for this ratio is greater than 4 : 1. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Operating result before capital excl. interest, depreciation, impairment & amortization  
 

Borrowing costs 
 
 
Comments 
The interest cover ratio follows similar trends as the debt service cover ratio, reflecting Council’s capacity 

to support loan borrowings over the life of the plan. 
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Rates & Outstanding Charges Ratio 
This ratio assesses the impact of uncollected rates and annual charges on liquidity and the adequacy of 

recovery efforts. 

The benchmark for this ratio is less than 5%. 

 
 
 

Rates & annual charges outstanding 
 

Rates & annual charges collectible 
 
 
 
Comments 
This provides an indication of the effectiveness of Council’s rate collection procedures. 
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Rates & Outstanding Charges Ratio ( excluding Pensioners) 
This ratio excludes the rates outstanding from pensioners and assesses the impact of uncollected rates 

and annual charges on liquidity and the adequacy of recovery efforts. 

The benchmark for this ratio is less than 5%. 

 
 

 
 

Rates & annual charges outstanding (excl. of pensioners) 
 

Rates & annual charges collectible 
 
 
 
Comments 
Council has an adopted debt recovery policy to ensure the prompt recovery of all outstanding rates and 

charges. Council’s current practice is that it will not actively pursue outstanding rates from properties 

which have a valid pension rebate granted to the owners. Council’s rating policy for pensioners with rates 

and charges that remain outstanding for 5 years is to enter into a deed of agreement or arrangement to 

secure the repayment of the amount outstanding. 
This also provides an indication of the effectiveness of Council’s rate collection procedures. 
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Cash Expense Cover Ratio 
This ratio indicates the number of months a Council can continue paying for its immediate expenses 

without additional cash inflow. 

The benchmark for this ratio is greater than 3 months. 

 

 
Cash and cash equivalents incl. term deposits 

 
Payments of operating & financing activities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments 
Councils result is well above the benchmark over the life of the long term financial plan. This represents 

Council’s strong liquidity position. 
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Capital Expenditure Ratio 
This ratio indicates the extent Council is expanding its asset base through capital expenditure on both new 

assets and the replacement and renewal of existing assets.  

The benchmark for this ratio is greater than 1 : 1. 

 

 
 

 
Annual capital expenditure 

 
Annual depreciation 

 
 
 
Comments 
This provides a good indication of how quickly Council’s infrastructure asset base is growing and the 

challenges facing Council in the future. Council’s exponential growth forecasts result in a significant 

proportion of new assets constructed each year. Council’s increasing infrastructure will be managed 

through the continuation of asset related programs, the use of leading asset management practices that is 

supported by a dedicated asset management function. 

 

In 2017/18, the capital expenditure ratio is also significantly higher in comparison to other years and this is 

due to the increase in assets to be delivered under Voluntary Planning Agreements and Works in Kinds. 
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Sensitivity Analysis and Risk Assessment  
 
The major risk factor in each of these financial models continues to be the growth assumptions. Camden 

is part of the South West Growth Sector. Our population is expected to increase from 86,200 people to 

250,000 over the next 30 years, the timing of this growth is critical to the outcomes of this plan. 
 

In preparing this plan, Council has taken careful consideration of the following factors: 

• State Government Land Release Policy (land rezoning), 

• Housing schemes that promote sales, 

• Economic conditions and the impact on developers and home buyers, 

• Council’s capacity to deliver subdivisions (staffing), 

• The relationship between population growth and land release, 

• The impact growth has on service levels, 

• Feedback from developers on current market conditions, 

• The difference in timing between increases in expenditure and the realisation of additional 

income through rates. 
 

Council has very little control over many of these factors and therefore must respond to change quickly.  
 

To assist in managing this risk Council has developed the following strategies: 

• Quarterly meetings with key Strategic and Development staff to discuss corporate 

assumptions about growth, 

• Council’s LTFP is updated quarterly as part of the quarterly budget review process, 

• Liaise with State agencies to discuss the timing of land release, 

• Historical analysis of financial outcomes (what can we learn from past assumptions). 
 

Other risk factors which have been assessed in this plan include:  
 

Dedication of assets to Council 
The majority of hard infrastructure (roads, bridges, drainage and buildings) and open space is dedicated to 

Council through a Works in Kind Agreement, Voluntary Planning Agreement or as a condition of 

development consent (S80A). The magnitude of assets dedicated to Council is in the millions with new 

towns such as Oran Park being built. The value and timing of these assets is extremely difficult to predict. 

Although Council has some control over when it will accept assets from developers, Council must still plan 

for increases in its operational budget (including workforce planning) to maintain the new assets. This is 

considered a key risk factor and is continually monitored to ensure long-term planning estimates are 

accurate. 
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Section 94 Cash Reserves 
Council continues to review Section 94 plans to ensure cash flow is consistent with the timing of planned 

capital works programs. Plans are assessed for cash shortfalls and if required other funding sources 

identified. The Section 94 cap placed on contributions from developers and the removal of some 

infrastructure (non-essential) able to be funded through Section 94 has made delivering Greenfield sites 

challenging. To assist in managing this risk a Section 94 Development Control Management Committee 

(DCMC) has been formed and monthly financial reporting is a standing agenda.  

 

State Government Policy and Local Government Reform 
Council considers the impact of State Government Policy and Local Government Reform, which both have 

significant impact on Local Government. The most recent Local Government reform driven by The NSW 

Government is known as Fit for the Future. Camden Council has been deemed fit and will continue to 

operate as a stand-alone Council. Currently the Local Government Act and Local Government Rating 

system are under review and the impact is uncertain and therefore it is difficult to determine any financial 

impact at this stage. 

Conclusion 
 
Managing financial sustainability and the range and level of services provided remains an ongoing challenge, 

particularly in the rapidly growing environment which is currently being experienced by the Camden LGA. 

 

As mentioned earlier, all Councils in NSW have been assessed as part of the Fit for the Future process. This 

was part of Local Government Reform which is an important process for ensuring that local communities 

are best served now and in the future. As part of this reform there has been a comprehensive review of 

the structure of Councils as well as the legislation that governs them and has resulted in a wide range of 

recommendations. 

 

Camden Council is not to merge with neighbouring Councils based on Council’s scale and capacity and 

sustainability into the future. This was imposed due to its strong financial position and the growth that the 

region was expecting over coming decades. 

 

Council is committed to continue to work towards its objectives while ensuring that it remains and continues 

to be financially sustainable in the future. This Long Term Financial plan supports the importance of long 

term financial planning which helps to identify when and how additional revenues will be used to meet the cost 

of growth, ongoing service provision and to address asset management in general.  
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Appendix – Projected Statements 

Year Ending 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
$000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s

Income from Continuing Operations
Rates and Annual Charges 62,348 68,442 74,507 81,781 89,822 98,388 107,493 117,072 127,159 137,738
User Charges and Fees 17,273 18,295 19,301 20,063 20,893 21,693 22,572 23,405 24,078 24,739
Interest & Investment Revenue 2,620 2,680 2,740 2,975 3,125 3,175 3,250 3,300 3,350 3,400
Other Revenues 2,098 2,180 2,256 2,340 2,442 2,537 2,635 2,743 2,776 2,616
Grants & Contributions for Operating Purposes 6,598 6,840 7,131 7,441 7,779 8,147 8,517 8,912 9,299 9,667
Grants & Contributions for Capital Purposes - Cash 14,736 9,964 9,556 9,756 9,956 10,156 10,156 10,156 10,156 10,156
Contributions for Capital Purposes -Non Cash (S94 ,S80A) 161,342 158,604 158,296 118,917 130,447 111,894 131,166 121,648 119,342 122,516
Total Income from Continuing Operations 267,015 267,005 273,786 243,273 264,464 255,990 285,789 287,236 296,160 310,832

Expenses from Continuing Operations
Employee Costs 43,107 45,349 48,433 51,517 55,390 59,632 64,774 69,681 74,397 79,328
Borrowing Costs 1,386 1,273 1,175 1,091 1,029 968 907 1,749 1,706 1,668
Materials and Contracts 24,349 25,876 27,237 29,150 32,296 35,687 38,412 40,765 44,916 48,199
Depreciation 16,071 17,635 18,161 18,878 20,033 20,769 22,106 23,036 23,609 24,009
Other Expenses 10,020 10,671 11,448 12,776 13,155 14,164 15,131 16,779 17,096 17,563
Net Losses from the disposal of the Assets
Total Expenses from Continuing Operations 94,933 100,804 106,454 113,412 121,903 131,220 141,330 152,010 161,724 170,768

 Operating Result from Continuing Operations Surplus/(Deficit) 172,082 166,201 167,332 129,861 142,561 124,770 144,459 135,226 134,436 140,065

Net Operating Result for the year before Grants 
 and Contributions provided for Capital Purposes 
Surplus/(Deficit) 

(3,997) (2,367) (520) 1,188 2,158 2,719 3,138 3,421 4,937 7,392

Camden Council Long Term Financial Plan   2017/18 - 2026/27
Income Statement Projections

Proposed Budget
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Year Ending 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
$000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Receipts - Operating Activities 109,039        112,162        119,490        128,590        138,605        149,070             160,079                171,448          183,115                 195,103               
Payments - Operating Activities (82,417) (87,128) (92,504) (98,992) (106,700) (115,686) (124,962) (135,139) (144,737) (153,892)
Net Cash Provided by (or used in)
Operating Activities 26,622 25,034 26,986 29,598 31,905 33,384 35,117 36,309 38,378 41,211

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Receipts - Property, Plant & Equipment & Investment Secfuriti 535                470                360                430                455                740                     295                        665                   785                         305                       
Purchases - Property, Plant & Equipment (24,601)        (30,092)        (23,072)        (17,161)        (24,956)        (24,265)             (48,315)                (27,295)           (21,220)                  (26,665)                
Net Cash Provided by (or used in) 
Investing Activities (24,066) (29,622) (22,712) (16,731) (24,501) (23,525) (48,020) (26,630) (20,435) (26,360)

Cash Flow from Financing Activities
Receipts - Loan Borrowings -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                      15,000                  -                   -                          -                        
Payments - Principal Repayments (3,796) (3,664) (3,721) (1,371) (1,210) (1,271) (1,113) (993) (759) (797)
Net Cash Provided by (or used in)
Financing Activities (3,796) (3,664) (3,721) (1,371) (1,210) (1,271) 13,887 (993) (759) (797)

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash Assets Held (1,240) (8,252) 553 11,495 6,194 8,588 984 8,686 17,184 14,054

Cash Assets (incl.investments) at Beginning of Reporting Perio 60,437          59,197          50,945          51,498          62,993          69,187               77,775                  78,759             87,445                   104,629               

Cash Assets ( Including Investments) at End of Reporting Perio 59,197          50,945          51,498          62,993          69,187          77,775               78,759                  87,445             104,629                 118,683               

Cash Flow Statement Projections
Proposed Budget
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Year Ending 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
$000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s $000s

Current Assets
Cash & Investments 43,269                 37,237                 37,642                 46,044                 50,572                 56,848                 57,567                 63,916                 76,477                 86,749                 
Receivables 7,544                   8,208                   8,868                   9,617                   10,446                 11,319                 12,250                 13,221                 14,217                 15,240                 
Inventories 518                       551                       583                       632                       685                       751                       807                       867                       934                       991                       
Other (Includes Assets Held for Sale) 687                       208                       224                       243                       264                       286                       310                       335                       360                       386                       

Total Current Assets 52,018                 46,204                 47,317                 56,536                 61,967                 69,204                 70,934                 78,339                 91,988                 103,366              

Non-Current Assets
Investments 15,928                 13,707                 13,856                 16,949                 18,616                 20,927                 21,192                 23,529                 28,152                 31,934                 
Receivables 1,491                   1,637                   1,782                   1,955                   2,148                   2,353                   2,570                   2,799                   3,041                   3,293                   
Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equip. 1,501,852           1,672,845           1,836,379           1,951,489           2,087,114           2,202,900           2,360,973           2,487,197           2,604,229           2,730,177           

Total Non-Current Assets 1,519,271           1,688,189           1,852,017           1,970,393           2,107,878           2,226,180           2,384,735           2,513,525           2,635,422           2,765,404           
Total Assets 1,571,289           1,734,393           1,899,334           2,026,929           2,169,845           2,295,384           2,455,669           2,591,864           2,727,410           28,868,770        

Current Liabilities
Payables 5,650                   6,008                   6,359                   6,892                   7,471                   8,195                   8,801                   9,459                   10,194                 10,810                 
Borrowings 3,796                   3,664                   3,721                   1,371                   1,210                   1,271                   1,113                   993                       759                       797                       
Provisions 11,671                 12,266                 13,123                 13,980                 15,050                 16,221                 17,613                 18,942                 20,219                 21,554                 
Total Current Liabilities 21,117                 21,938                 23,203                 22,243                 23,731                 25,687                 27,527                 29,394                 31,172                 33,161                 

Non Current Liabilities
Payables 914                       627                       646                       665                       685                       706                       727                       749                       771                       800                       
Borrowings 32,072                 28,408                 24,687                 23,316                 22,106                 20,835                 34,723                 33,730                 32,970                 32,174                 
Provisions 641                       674                       720                       766                       823                       886                       963                       1,036                   1,106                   1,179                   
Total Non Current Liabilities 33,627                 29,709                 26,053                 24,747                 23,614                 22,427                 36,413                 35,515                 34,847                 34,153                 
Total Liabilities 54,744                 51,647                 49,256                 46,990                 47,345                 48,114                 63,940                 64,909                 66,019                 67,314                 

Net Assets 1,516,545           1,682,746           1,850,078           1,979,939           2,122,500           2,247,270           2,391,729           2,526,955           2,661,391           2,801,456           

Equity
Retained Earnings 1,146,300           1,312,501           1,479,833           1,609,694           1,752,255           1,877,025           2,021,484           2,156,710           2,291,146           2,431,211           
Revaluation Reserves* 370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              370,245              
Total Equity 1,516,545           1,682,746           1,850,078           1,979,939           2,122,500           2,247,270           2,391,729           2,526,955           2,661,391           2,801,456           

* Note: Council's Long Term Financial Plan does not include any assumptions regarding long term movements to the Revaluation Reserve.

Camden Council Long Term Financial Plan   2017/18 - 2026/27
Balance Sheet Projections

Proposed Budget
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